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Abstract
We consider the critical Sobolev isotropic Brownian flow in Rd (d ≥ 2). On the basis of the work
of LeJan and Raimond [Y. LeJan, O. Raimond, Integration of Brownian vector fields, Ann. Probab. 30
(2002) 826–873], we prove that the corresponding flow is a flow of homeomorphisms. As an application,
we construct an explicit solution, which is also unique in a certain space, to the stochastic transport equation
when the associated Gaussian vector fields are divergence free.
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1. Introduction
Many authors have considered the isotropic stochastic flows, such as Baxendale and
Harris [1], Fang and Zhang [6], LeJan and Raimond [9]. A function C : Rd+d → Rd ⊗ Rd
is called a stationary isotropic covariance function, if C(x, y) = C(x − y) depends only on
x − y, and for any d × d real orthogonal matrix G, we have C(z) = GTC(Gz)G, z ∈ Rd , where
GT is the transpose of G. C has the following expression (see also [9]):
C i j (z) = δi j BN (|z|)+ z
i z j
|z|2 (BL(|z|)− BN (|z|)), (1.1)
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with
BL(r) =
∫ ∫
cos(ρu1r)u21ω(du) (FL(dρ)− FN (dρ))
+
∫ ∫
cos(ρu1r)ω(du)FN (dρ), (1.2)
BN (r) =
∫ ∫
cos(ρu1r)u22 ω(du) (FL(dρ)− FN (dρ))
+
∫ ∫
cos(ρu1r)ω(du)FN (dρ), (1.3)
where ω(du) denotes the normalized Lebesgue measure on Sd−1, and FL , FN are arbitrary
nonnegative measures on R+. FL and FN represent respectively the gradient part and the
divergence-free part of the associated Gaussian vector field.
In this paper we consider a particular class of isotropic covariance functions, namely for
α > 0, let
F(dρ) = ρ
d−1dρ
(1+ ρ2)(d+α)/2 ,
FL(dρ) = aF(dρ) and FN (dρ) = bd − 1 F(dρ),
where a, b ≥ 0, a + b > 0. In the Fourier representation (c > 0 is a constant),
Cˆ i j (ξ) = c
(
1+ |ξ |2
)−(d+α)/2 (
a
ξ iξ j
|ξ |2 +
b
d − 1
(
δi j − ξ
iξ j
|ξ |2
))
. (1.4)
Let HC be the reproducing kernel Hilbert space corresponding to the kernel function C , then
HC ⊂ H (d+α)/22 (Rd ,Rd) and (cf. [10])
if a > 0, b > 0, HC = H (d+α)/22 (Rd ,Rd),
if a = 0, b > 0, HC is the subset of divergence-free fields in H (d+α)/22 (Rd ,Rd),
if a > 0, b = 0, HC is the subset of gradient fields in H (d+α)/22 (Rd ,Rd).
(∗)
Choose a complete orthonormal system {Ak : 1 ≤ k ≤ ∞} of HC , then
∞∑
k=1
Aik(x)A
j
k (y) = C i j (x − y), x, y ∈ Rd , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d. (1.5)
In particular, for any x ∈ Rd ,∑∞k=1 Aik(x)A jk (x) = C i j (0) is a constant.
Consider the stochastic differential equation (s.d.e in short)
dX t =
∞∑
k=1
Ak(X t )dwkt , X0 = x, (1.6)
where {wkt : 1 ≤ k ≤ ∞} is a sequence of independent one-dimensional Brownian motions.
Generally speaking, this equation does not have a strong solution. When α is small, LeJan and
Raimond have introduced in [9] the notion of statistical solutions and shown the phenomenon of
phase transition for 0 < α < 2. It was also shown in [9] that if α > 2, the statistical solution
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gives rise to a flow of maps, i.e. the strong solution in the classical sense. For the case of Sd
and the critical Sobolev exponent α = 2, Fang and Zhang have proved recently in [6] that the
statistical solution is actually a flow of homeomorphisms. In this work, we shall prove the similar
result in the case of Rd :
Theorem 1. Assume that α = 2 and a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0, a + b > 0 in (1.4), then the s.d.e (1.6) has a
unique strong solution X t (x) which defines a stochastic flow of homeomorphisms on Rd .
This theorem will be proved in Section 2. We would like to point out that the difference
between our situation and [6] is that the related vector fields in [6] are eigenvector fields of
vector valued Laplace operator on Sd , so that some explicit computation was available, while the
vector fields involved in the above are only continuous.
As an application, we consider the second case in (∗) where the vector fields {Ak : k ≥ 1}
are divergence free. A simple computation implies that the Itoˆ equation (1.6) is equivalent to the
Stratonovich s.d.e
dX t =
∞∑
k=1
Ak(X t ) ◦ dwkt , X0 = x . (1.7)
Inspired by the results of [10,5], we will give in Section 3 (Theorem 3.4) an explicit solution to
the stochastic transport equation (see [10] for more information on this kind of equation)
∂θ
∂t
(t, x) = −
∞∑
k=1
〈Ak(x),∇θ(t, x)〉w˙kt , θ(0, x) = θ0(x), (1.8)
where w˙kt is the Gaussian white noise and ∇θ(t, x) is the gradient with respect to x . We will
prove that this solution is also unique in a certain space. Again due to the fact that the vector fields
{Ak : k ≥ 1} are not sufficiently smooth, the method used in the Appendix of [5] is not applicable.
We will approximate Ak, k = 1, 2, . . . with smooth vector fields and prove a limit theorem
(Proposition 3.3), then the result can be proved in a way similar to that of Theorem 5.1 in [5].
2. Flow of homeomorphisms
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1. Rewriting (1.2) and (1.3) as
BL(r) = a
∫ ∫
cos(ρu1r)u21ω(du)F(dρ)+ b
∫ ∫
cos(ρu1r)u22ω(du)F(dρ), (2.1)
BN (r) = a
∫ ∫
cos(ρu1r)u22ω(du)F(dρ)
+ b
d − 1
∫ ∫
cos(ρu1r)(1− u22)ω(du)F(dρ). (2.2)
Let B = BL(0) = BN (0) = a+bd F(R+). We have by (1.5) and (1.1),
∞∑
k=1
|Ak(x)− Ak(y)|2 =
∞∑
k=1
(
|Ak(x)|2 + |Ak(y)|2 − 2〈Ak(x), Ak(y)〉
)
= 2
d∑
i=1
(
C i i (0)− C i i (x − y)
)
= 2dB − 2dBN (|x − y|)
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− 2 (BL(|x − y|)− BN (|x − y|))
= 2 (B − BL(|x − y|))+ 2(d − 1)(B − BN (|x − y|)).
By the expression of BL(r) and BN (r), it is clear that |BL(r)| ≤ B, |BN (r)| ≤ B. Denote by
σ(r) = √B − BL(r), b(r) = (d − 1) B−BN (r)r , then
∞∑
k=1
|Ak(x)− Ak(y)|2 = 2σ 2(|x − y|)+ 2|x − y|b(|x − y|). (2.3)
We have 0 ≤ σ 2(r) ≤ 2B and 0 ≤ b(r) → 0 as r → ∞. Now let us estimate σ 2(r) and b(r)
more carefully.
By (2.1) and p. 863 of [9], we have
σ 2(r) = a
∫ ∫
(1− cos(ρu1r)) u21ω(du)F(dρ)
+ b
∫ ∫
(1− cos(ρu1r)) u22ω(du)F(dρ)
≤ (a + b)
∫ ∫
(1− cos(ρu1r)) ω(du)F(dρ)
= (a + b)cd
∫ ∞
0
∫ 1
0
(1− cos(ρu1r))
(
1− u21
)(d−2)/2
du1
ρd−1dρ
(1+ ρ2)1+d/2 ,
where cd =
∫ pi
0 sin
d θdθ . Making the change of variable x = ρu1r , then
σ 2(r) ≤ (a + b) cdr2
∫ 1
0
(∫ ∞
0
(1− cos x)xd−1dx(
x2 + u21r2
)1+d/2
)
u21
(
1− u21
)(d−2)/2
du1
≤ (a + b) cdr2
∫ 1
0
(∫ 1
0
+
∫ ∞
1
)
(1− cos x)xd−1(
x2 + u21r2
)1+d/2 dxdu1
=: (a + b)cdr2(I1 + I2) (2.4)
which implicitly defines I1 and I2. Fix η ∈ (0, 1). Since 1− cos x ≤ x2/2 for x ∈ [0, 1],∫ 1
0
(1− cos x)xd−1dx(
x2 + u21r2
)1+d/2 ≤ 12
∫ 1
0
xd+1dx
xd+2 + (u1r)d+2
= 1
2(d + 2)
(
log
(
xd+2 + (u1r)d+2
)∣∣∣1
0
)
= 1
2(d + 2)
(
log
(
1+ (u1r)d+2
)
− log
(
(u1r)
d+2))
≤ 1
2(d + 2) log 2+
1
2
log
1
r
+ 1
2
log
1
u1
, for all 0 < r ≤ η.
Letting t = log 1u1 ,∫ 1
0
(
log
1
u1
)
du1 =
∫ ∞
0
te−tdt = 1.
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Thus we have
I1 ≤
∫ 1
0
(
1
2(d + 2) log 2+
1
2
log
1
r
+ 1
2
log
1
u1
)
du1 ≤ C log 1r , (2.5)
where C is a positive constant depending on η. Moreover,∫ ∞
1
(1− cos x)xd−1
(x2 + u21r2)1+d/2
dx ≤
∫ ∞
1
2xd−1
xd+2
dx =
∫ ∞
1
2
x3
dx = 1,
so I2 ≤
∫ 1
0 du1 = 1. This and (2.5) plus (2.4) give us that for 0 < r ≤ η,
σ 2(r) ≤ (a + b)cdr2(I1 + I2) ≤ (a + b)cdr2
(
C log
1
r
+ 1
)
≤ C ′r2 log 1
r
. (2.6)
Now let us turn to b(r). We have
B − BN (r)
= a
∫ ∫
(1− cos(ρu1r)) u22ω(du)F(dρ)
+ b
d − 1
∫ ∫
(1− cos(ρu1r)) (1− u22)ω(du)F(dρ)
≤
(
a + b
d − 1
)∫ ∫
(1− cos(ρu1r)) ω(du)F(dρ). (2.7)
Repeating the procedure of estimating σ 2(r), we get
B − BN (r) ≤ C
′′
d − 1r
2 log
1
r
, for all 0 < r ≤ η.
Hence,
b(r) = (d − 1) B − BN (r)
r
≤ C ′′r log 1
r
. (2.8)
By (2.6) and (2.8), we know that σ 2(r)→ 0 and b(r)→ 0 as r ↓ 0. Therefore, we can find a
function g : [0,+∞)→ [1,+∞), satisfying
g|[1,+∞) is bounded and lim
r↓0
g(r)
log 1r
= δ <∞, (2.9)
such that
σ 2(r) ≤ r2g(r)/4, b(r) ≤ rg(r)/4, for all r ≥ 0. (2.10)
So (2.3) together with (2.10) implies
∞∑
k=1
|Ak(x)− Ak(y)|2 ≤ |x − y|2g(|x − y|), for all x, y ∈ Rd . (2.11)
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As in [11], for η ∈ (0, 1/e2), define a concave C1-function by
ρη(r) =

r log
1
r
, 0 ≤ r ≤ η;
η log
1
η
+
(
log
1
η
− 1
)
(r − η), r > η.
We have ρ′η(r) ≥ log 1η − 1 > 1. Thus by the mean-value formula,
a + ρη(r) ≤ ρη(r + a), r ≥ 0, a ≥ 0. (2.12)
By (2.9) and (2.11), we can prove Theorem 1 by following the method of [11]. Firstly, we
prove that the solution of (1.6) is a flow of homeomorphisms on an interval [0, T0], where T0 > 0
is small enough. In the rest of this section, we just state the results and omit the proofs (cf. [11]).
By (1.6), (2.10) and Lemma 2.1 in [11], we have
Lemma 2.1. For any p ≥ 2, T > 0, there exist positive constants C1 = C1(d, p, T ),
C2 = C2(d, p, δ) and C3 = C3(d, p, T, δ), such that
E
(|Xs(x)− X t (x)|p) ≤ C1(1+ |x |p)|s − t |p/2, s, t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ Rd;
E
(|X t (x)− X t (y)|p) ≤ C3 (|x − y|p exp{−C2T } + |x − y|p) , t ∈ [0, T ], x, y ∈ Rd .
With the help of the second estimate of the above lemma, we can use Proposition 6.7 in [9] to
conclude easily that the statistical solution of (1.6) introduced in [9] gives rise to a flow of maps,
i.e. the strong solution in the classical sense.
In Lemma 2.1, we firstly fix p sufficiently big and then choose T0 small enough, such that
p exp{−C2T0} > d + 1.
Kolmogorov’s modification theorem allows us to obtain
Proposition 2.2. The map
[0, T0] × Rd 3 (t, x)→ X t (x, w) ∈ Rd
has a continuous version which is still denoted by X t (x).
We also have (cf. [11] Theorem 1)
Proposition 2.3. Under (2.9) and (2.10),
P{w : X t (x, w) 6= X t (y, w) for any x 6= y and all t ∈ [0, T0]} = 1.
In particular, for almost all w, Rd 3 x → X t (x, w) ∈ Rd is a continuous injection for every
t ∈ [0, T0].
The following lemma is critical in proving the surjective property.
Lemma 2.4. For any T > 0 and every α ∈ R, there is CT,α > 0 such that
E
[(
1+ |X t (x)|2
)α] ≤ CT,α(1+ |x |2)α t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ Rd .
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With Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 in mind, it is easy to get the proposition below
by applying Kunita’s approach in [7].
Proposition 2.5. For almost all w and each t ∈ [0, T0], the map Rd 3 x → X t (x, w) ∈ Rd is a
homeomorphism.
By the uniqueness of the solution X t (x), a standard argument of shifting the time concludes
Theorem 1.
3. Stochastic transport equations
If the coefficients are sufficiently smooth, the solutions to some stochastic partial differential
equations have been represented by the stochastic flows associated with s.d.e (cf. [7,5]). We wish
to get a similar result in the second case of (∗) and α = 2.
First, we approximate Ak ∈ HC ⊂ H1+d/22 by smooth vector fields. Let φ ∈ C∞0 (Rd) be a
radial function, i.e. φ(x) = φ(|x |). Assume further that
φ ≥ 0, supp(φ) ⊂ B(1) and
∫
Rd
φ(x)dx = 1,
where B(r) = {x ∈ Rd : |x | ≤ r}. For n ≥ 1, denote φn(x) = 2dnφ(2nx). Then
supp(φn) ⊂ B(2−n) and
∫
Rd φn(x)dx = 1. Let Ank = Ak ∗ φn be the convolution of Ak and
φn . We have Ank ∈ C∞(Rd ,Rd) and div(Ank ) = 0 in the classical sense. By (1.5),
∞∑
k=1
An,ik (x)A
n, j
k (y) =
∞∑
k=1
∫
Rd×Rd
Aik(x − u)A jk (y − v)φn(u)φn(v)dudv
=
∫
Rd×Rd
C i j (x − y − u + v)φn(u)φn(v)dudv, (3.1)
whose right-hand side depends only on x − y and will be written as C i jn (x − y). We assert that
Cn(z) is also an isotropic covariance function. In fact, for any orthogonal matrix G of order d,
Cn(z) =
∫
Rd×Rd
C(z − u + v)φn(u)φn(v)dudv
=
∫
Rd×Rd
GTC(Gz − Gu + Gv)Gφn(u)φn(v)dudv
= GT
(∫
Rd
φn(u)du
∫
Rd
C(Gz − Gu + Gv)φn(v)dv
)
G.
Let u˜ = Gu, v˜ = Gv, because of the radial property of φn , φn
(
GTu˜
) = φn(u˜), hence
Cn(z) = GT
(∫
Rd
φn
(
GTv˜
)
dv˜
∫
Rd
C(Gz − u˜ + v˜)φn
(
GTu˜
)
du˜
)
G
= GT
(∫
Rd×Rd
C(Gz − u˜ + v˜)φn(u˜)φn(v˜)du˜dv˜
)
G = GTCn(Gz)G.
Since C i j (z) is bounded on Rd , we know that for any fixed n ≥ 1, C i jn (z) itself and all its
derivatives are bounded, i.e. C i jn ∈ C∞b (Rd). From (3.1), it is easy to deduce
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∞∑
k=1
|Ank (x)|2 = Tr(Cn(0)) ≤ Tr(C(0)) =
∞∑
k=1
|Ak(x)|2 <∞, (3.2)
where Tr(C(0)) is the trace of the matrix C(0), and
∞∑
k=1
(
∂m An,ik
∂xmj
(x)
)2
= (−1)m ∂
2mC i in
∂x2mj
(0) <∞, for all x ∈ Rd ,m ≥ 1.
Thus, Ank ∈ C∞b (Rd ,Rd), n, k ≥ 1. Using Cauchy inequality and the fact that
∫
Rd φndx = 1, we
have
|Ank (x)− Ak(x)|2 =
d∑
i=1
(∫
Rd
(
Aik(x − y)− Aik(x)
)
φn(y)dy
)2
≤
∫
B(2−n)
|Ak(x − y)− Ak(x)|2φn(y)dy.
For n big enough, 2−n is sufficiently small, hence by (2.9) and (2.11),
∞∑
k=1
|Ank (x)− Ak(x)|2 ≤
∫
B(2−n)
∞∑
k=1
|Ak(x − y)− Ak(x)|2φn(y)dy
≤ C˜
∫
B(2−n)
φn(y)|y|2 log 1|y|dy ≤ C˜ζ
−n, for all x ∈ Rd , (3.3)
where C˜ > 0 and ζ > 1 are constants.
Consider the s.d.e
dXnt =
∞∑
k=1
Ank (X
n
t ) ◦ dwkt =
∞∑
k=1
Ank (X
n
t )dw
k
t , X
n
0 = x . (3.4)
By a similar reasoning in p. 1161 of [1], we see that Eq. (3.4) has a solution Xnt (x) which is a
stochastic flow of C∞-diffeomorphisms on Rd . And we have
Lemma 3.1. Under the conditions in Theorem 1, we have for every R > 0, t ∈ [0, 1] and p ≥ 2,
lim
n→∞ supt∈[0,1]
sup
|x |≤R
E
(
|Xnt (x)− X t (x)|2p
)
= 0. (3.5)
Moreover, there is C p > 0 independent of n, such that for all x ∈ Rd ,
E
(
sup
t∈[0,1]
|X t (x)|p
)
≤ C p(1+ |x |p), E
(
sup
t∈[0,1]
|Xnt (x)|p
)
≤ C p(1+ |x |p). (3.6)
Proof. By (3.2), we can prove (3.6) easily (cf. [4] Proposition 1.3). Let us prove (3.5). We have
Xnt (x)− X t (x) =
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(
Ank (X
n
s (x))− Ak(Xs(x))
)
dwks . (3.7)
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Let ξnt (x) = |Xnt (x)− X t (x)|2, then
dξnt = 2
∞∑
k=1
〈Xnt − X t , Ank (Xnt )− Ak(X t )〉dwkt +
∞∑
k=1
|Ank (Xnt )− Ak(X t )|2dt.
Using Itoˆ formula again, we get for p ≥ 2,
d(ξnt )
p = p(ξnt )p−1dξnt +
p(p − 1)
2
(ξnt )
p−2dξnt · dξnt
= 2p(ξnt )p−1
∞∑
k=1
〈Xnt − X t , Ank (Xnt )− Ak(X t )〉dwkt
+ p(ξnt )p−1
∞∑
k=1
|Ank (Xnt )− Ak(X t )|2dt
+ 2p(p − 1)(ξnt )p−2
∞∑
k=1
|〈Xnt − X t , Ank (Xnt )− Ak(X t )〉|2dt. (3.8)
By (3.6), dMt = 2p(ξnt )p−1
∑∞
k=1〈Xnt − X t , Ank (Xnt ) − Ak(X t )〉dwkt is a square integrable
martingale. Taking expectation on both sides of (3.8), we get
E
(
(ξnt )
p) = pE ∫ t
0
(ξns )
p−1
∞∑
k=1
|Ank (Xns )− Ak(Xs)|2ds
+ 2p(p − 1)E
∫ t
0
(ξns )
p−2
∞∑
k=1
|〈Xns − Xs, Ank (Xns )− Ak(Xs)〉|2ds
≤ (2p2 − p)E
∫ t
0
(ξns )
p−1
∞∑
k=1
|Ank (Xns )− Ak(Xs)|2ds.
Because of (3.3), (2.9) and (2.11),
∞∑
k=1
|Ank (Xns )− Ak(Xs)|2 ≤ 2 sup
z∈Rd
∞∑
k=1
|Ank (z)− Ak(z)|2 + 2
∞∑
k=1
|Ak(Xns )− Ak(Xs)|2
≤ 2C˜ζ−n + 2|Xns − Xs |2g(|Xns − Xs |),
thus
E
(
(ξnt )
p) ≤ C p,1ζ−n ∫ t
0
E
(
(ξns )
p−1) ds + C p,2 ∫ t
0
E((ξns )
pg((ξns )
1/2))ds. (3.9)
By (3.6), we know that for all p and R, there exists C p,R such that for all |x | ≤ R, n ≥ 1 and
s ∈ [0, 1], C p,1E
(
(ξns )
p−1) ≤ C p,R . And according to the definition of ρη, there is C p,3 > 0,
such that C p,2 (ξns )
p g
(
(ξns )
1/2
) ≤ C p,3 ρη (ξ ps ). Thus the concavity of ρη and (3.9) imply
E
(
(ξnt )
p) ≤ C p,Rζ−n + C p,3 ∫ t
0
ρη
(
E((ξns )
p)
)
ds, for all |x | ≤ R, t ∈ [0, 1].
(2.12) and the inequality above lead to
E
(
(ξnt )
p)+ ζ−n ≤ ζ−n + C ′p,R ∫ t
0
ρη
(
ζ−n + E((ξns )p)
)
ds. (3.10)
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Define ht = E
(
(ξnt )
p
)+ ζ−n , then ht ≤ h0+C ′p,R ∫ t0 ρη (hs) ds. Hence Lemma 2.1 in [11] tells
us that for all x ∈ B(R) and t ∈ [0, 1],
E
(
|Xnt (x)− X t (x)|2p
)
≤ ht ≤ C˜ p,R
(
hexp(−1)0 + h0
)
= C˜ p,R
(
ζ−n exp(−1) + ζ−n
)
.
Therefore
lim
n→∞ supt∈[0,1]
sup
|x |≤R
E
(
|Xnt (x)− X t (x)|2p
)
= 0,
(3.5) is proved. 
Now we prove that (3.5) also holds if the two supremums are removed into the expectation
sign. Henceforth, we fix an arbitrary p0 ≥ 2. In Lemma 2.1, choose p > (2p0)∨ (d + 1) and T1
small enough such that p exp{−C2T1} > d + 1. Let α > 0 be sufficiently small such that
α <
p exp{−C2T1} − d − 1
p
and
2p0
1− α ≤ p.
Then for any R > 0, we can find ΦR ∈ L p(Ω), such that
|X t (x)− Xs(y)| ≤ ΦR
(|t − s|α + |x − y|α) , t, s ∈ [0, T1], x, y ∈ B(R). (3.11)
By (2.11) and a similar proof of (3.3), we obtain
∞∑
k=1
|Ank (x)− Ank (y)|2 ≤ |x − y|2g(|x − y|), for all x, y ∈ Rd .
Consequently, the results in Lemma 2.1 also hold for Xnt (x) (n ≥ 1) with the same constants
independent of n. Hence for any R > 0, we can use Kolmogorov’s modification theorem again
to get random variables {Φn,R : n ≥ 1} which are bounded in L p(Ω), such that
|Xnt (x)− Xns (y)| ≤ Φn,R
(|t − s|α + |x − y|α) , t, s ∈ [0, T1], x, y ∈ B(R). (3.12)
By (3.5), (3.11) and (3.12), repeating the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [4] (note that its proof does
not require that ΦR and {Φn,R : n ≥ 1} are bounded in all Lq(Ω) (q > 1)), we get
Proposition 3.2. For any R > 0,
lim
n→∞E
(
sup
t∈[0,T1]
sup
|x |≤R
|Xnt (x)− X t (x)|2p0
)
= 0. (3.13)
We have to extend the time interval that appears in (3.13) to [0, 1]. Let θT1w
k be the time shift
of wk , that is (θT1w
k)t = wkT1+t −wkT1 , k ≥ 1. Denote by X
T1
t (x, θT1w) the solution of (1.6) with
w being replaced by θT1w. X
n,T1
t (x, θT1w) is defined similarly. Then by the uniqueness of the
solutions of the Eqs. (1.6) and (3.4), we have
XT1+t (x, w) = XT1t
(
XT1(x, w), θT1w
)
,
XnT1+t (x, w) = Xn,T1t
(
XnT1(x, w), θT1w
)
, a.s. (3.14)
and for any R > 0,
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lim
n→∞E
(
sup
t∈[0,T1]
sup
|x |≤R
|Xn,T1t (x)− XT1t (x)|2p0
)
= 0. (3.15)
For t ∈ [0, T1], by (3.14),
|XnT1+t (x)− XT1+t (x)| =
∣∣∣Xn,T1t (XnT1(x))− XT1t (XT1(x))∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣Xn,T1t (XnT1(x))− XT1t (XnT1(x))∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣XT1t (XnT1(x))− XT1t (XT1(x))∣∣∣
=: I nt (x)+ J nt (x). (3.16)
From (3.6), we know that for some β > 1, there exist random variables {Fn : n ≥ 1} uniformly
bounded in every Lq(Ω)(q > 1) and F ∈ ∩q>1 Lq(Ω) such that
|Xnt (x)| ≤ Fn(1+ |x |β), |X t (x)| ≤ F(1+ |x |β), t ∈ [0, 1]. (3.17)
Hence for any M > 0,
I nt (x) ≤ 1{|XnT1 (x)|≤M} sup|y|≤M |X
n,T1
t (y)− XT1t (y)| + 1{|XnT1 (x)|>M} I
n
t (x)
≤ sup
|y|≤M
|Xn,T1t (y)− XT1t (y)| + 1{Fn>M/(1+|x |β )}Cβ(Fn + F)
(
1+ Fβn
) (
1+ |x |β2
)
,
where Cβ > 0 is a constant. As a result,
sup
t∈[0,T1]
sup
|x |≤R
(I nt (x))
2p0 ≤ C p0 sup
t∈[0,T1]
sup
|y|≤M
|Xn,T1t (y)− XT1t (y)|2p0
+C p0,β,R1{Fn>M/(1+Rβ )}(Fn + F)2p0
(
1+ Fβn
)2p0
,
where C p0 and C p0,β,R are positive constants. For any ε > 0, since F, Fn(n ≥ 1) are uniformly
bounded in all Lq(Ω), by Cauchy inequality, we have for M big enough,
E
(
1{Fn>M/(1+Rβ )}(Fn + F)2p0
(
1+ Fβn
)2p0)
≤
(
E
(
(Fn + F)4p0
(
1+ Fβn
)4p0)) 12 (E (1{Fn>M/(1+Rβ )})) 12 < εC p0,β,R .
Fix such an M > 0. Therefore, (3.15) gives us
lim sup
n→∞
E
(
sup
t∈[0,T1]
sup
|x |≤R
(I nt (x))
2p0
)
≤ ε.
Because ε > 0 is arbitrary, we get
lim
n→∞E
(
sup
t∈[0,T1]
sup
|x |≤R
(I nt (x))
2p0
)
= 0. (3.18)
We now deal with J nt (x). Inequality (3.11) tells us that for any M > 0 and t ∈ [0, T1],
J nt (x) ≤ 1{|XnT1 (x)|∨|XT1 (x)|≤M}ΦM |X
n
T1(x)− XT1(x)|α + 1{|XnT1 (x)|∨|XT1 (x)|>M} J
n
t (x)
≤ ΦM |XnT1(x)− XT1(x)|α + 1{Fn∨F>M/(1+|x |β )}CβF
(
2+ Fβn + Fβ
) (
1+ |x |β2
)
,
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thus
sup
t∈[0,T1]
sup
|x |≤R
(J nt (x))
2p0 ≤ C p0Φ2p0M sup|x |≤R |X
n
T1(x)− XT1(x)|2p0α
+C p0,β,R F2p0
(
2+ Fβn + Fβ
)2p0 1{Fn∨F>M/(1+Rβ )}.
By Ho¨lder inequality, we have
E
(
Φ2p0M sup|x |≤R
|XnT1(x)− XT1(x)|2p0α
)
≤
(
E
(
Φ2p0/(1−α)M
))1−α (
E
(
sup
|x |≤R
|XnT1(x)− XT1(x)|2p0
))α
.
Because 2p0/(1 − α) ≤ p and ΦM ∈ L p(Ω), we know that E
(
Φ2p0/(1−α)M
)
< ∞ for every
M > 0. Proceeding as in the proof of (3.18), we obtain
lim
n→∞E
(
sup
t∈[0,T1]
sup
|x |≤R
(J nt (x))
2p0
)
= 0. (3.19)
Now we deduce from (3.16), (3.18) and (3.19) that
lim
n→∞E
(
sup
t∈[0,T1]
sup
|x |≤R
|XnT1+t (x)− XT1+t (x)|2p0
)
= 0. (3.20)
Proposition 3.2 and (3.20) give us
lim
n→∞E
(
sup
t∈[0,2T1]
sup
|x |≤R
|Xnt (x)− X t (x)|2p0
)
= 0.
Continuing in this way and since p0 ≥ 2 is arbitrary, we can finally prove
Proposition 3.3. For any p ≥ 2 and R > 0,
lim
n→∞E
(
sup
t∈[0,1]
sup
|x |≤R
|Xnt (x)− X t (x)|2p
)
= 0.
By a standard argument of reversing the Brownian motions (e.g. see [5]), we conclude that
for any t ∈ [0, 1],
lim
n→∞E
(
sup
|x |≤R
|(Xnt )−1(x)− X−1t (x)|2p
)
= 0 (3.21)
and for all x ∈ Rd ,
E
(
|X−1t (x)|p
)
≤ C p(1+ |x |p), E
(
|(Xnt )−1(x)|p
)
≤ C p(1+ |x |p), (3.22)
where X−1t (x) and (Xnt )−1(x) are the inverse processes of X t (x) and Xnt (x) respectively.
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According to p. 103–106 of [2], we have
d(Xnt )
−1(x) = −
((
∂x X
n
t
) (
(Xnt )
−1(x)
))−1 ( ∞∑
k=1
Ank (x) ◦ dwkt
)
.
For θ0 ∈ C∞0 (Rd), let θn(t, x) = θ0
(
(Xnt )
−1(x)
)
, then
dθn(t, x) = −
∞∑
k=1
〈∇θn(t, x), Ank (x)〉 ◦ dwkt .
Passing to Itoˆ stochastic differentials, the equation above becomes
dθn(t, x) = −
∞∑
k=1
〈∇θn(t, x), Ank (x)〉dwkt +
1
2
∞∑
k=1
(
L2Ank θn
)
(t, x)dt, (3.23)
where LAnk denotes the Lie derivatives with respect to Ank .
Let us come back to the situation of Theorem 1, which tells us that almost surely, for any t > 0,
x → X t (x) is a homeomorphism of Rd . So it is natural to ask whether θ(t, x) = θ0
(
X−1t (x)
)
solves (3.23) in some sense, where X−1t (x) is the inverse process of the solution X t (x) of (1.6)
(or equivalently (1.7)).
Theorem 3.4. Assume that α = 2 and a = 0, b > 0 in (1.4). Let θ0 be a continuous function on
Rd having polynomial growth:
|θ0(x)| ≤ C(1+ |x |q0), x ∈ Rd , (3.24)
where q0 is a positive integer. Then θ(t, x) = θ0
(
X−1t (x)
)
is a generalized solution to Eq.
(3.23), i.e. for any ϕ ∈ C∞0 (Rd),
(θ(t), ϕ)L2 = (θ0, ϕ)L2 +
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(θ(s), 〈∇ϕ, Ak〉)L2 dwks
+ 1
2
∫ t
0
(θ(s), 〈C(0),Hess(ϕ)〉)L2 ds, for all t ∈ [0, 1], (3.25)
where θ(t) = θ(t, ·), (·, ·)L2 denotes the inner product in L2(Rd , dx) and 〈C(0),Hess(ϕ)〉 =∑d
i, j=1 C i j (0) · ∂
2ϕ
∂xi ∂x j
.
Moreover, the solution constructed above is unique in the following space
Θ =
{
θ : Ω × [0, 1] × Rd → R | a.s. θ(ω, ·, ·) : [0, 1] × Rd → R is continuous,
and ∃q ∈ Z+ such that ∀p > 1, sup
0≤t≤1
E
(|θ(t, x)|p) ≤ C p(1+ |x |pq)} .
Remark 3.5. Note that the Eq. (3.25) is the same as (4.9) in [10], and there the authors have
pointed out that this equation has a unique solution in the class L2
([0, 1] × Ω , L2(Rd)), cf. [10]
Remark 4.3. However, the explicit solution constructed above is only locally integrable. This
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difficulty can be overcome by multiplying the solution with a positive smooth function. We will
prove the uniqueness by following the method presented in Section 5.4.3 of [8], see also [3].
Proof of Theorem 3.4. The proof of this theorem is quite long, and it is divided into two parts:
we first prove that θ(t, x) = θ0
(
X−1t (x)
)
is a solution of (3.25), and then we prove that this
solution is unique in the space Θ .
Part 1. With the help of (3.21) and (3.22), the proof is in general similar to that of Theorem
5.1 in [5]. We will complete this part in two steps.
Step 1. Assume that θ0 ∈ C∞0 (Rd). First we show that θn(t) satisfies (3.25) with Ak and C(0)
being replaced by Ank and Cn(0) respectively. Actually by integrating (3.23) with respect to t , we
obtain
θn(t, x) = θ0(x)−
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
〈∇θn(s, x), Ank (x)〉dwks +
1
2
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(
L2Ank θn
)
(s, x)ds.
Hence for ϕ ∈ C∞0 (Rd), we have
(θn(t), ϕ)L2 = (θ0, ϕ)L2 −
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(〈∇θn(s), Ank 〉, ϕ)L2 dwks
+ 1
2
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(
L2Ank θn(s), ϕ
)
L2
ds.
Using the integration by parts formula and div(Ank ) = 0, the equality above leads to
(θn(t), ϕ)L2 = (θ0, ϕ)L2 +
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(
θn(s), 〈∇ϕ, Ank 〉
)
L2 dw
k
s
+ 1
2
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(
θn(s),
〈
Ank ,∇〈Ank ,∇ϕ〉
〉)
L2 ds. (3.26)
We have
〈Ank ,∇〈Ank ,∇ϕ〉〉 =
d∑
i, j=1
∂ϕ
∂xi
An, jk
∂An,ik
∂x j
+
d∑
i, j=1
An,ik A
n, j
k
∂2ϕ
∂xi∂x j
=: U nk + V nk .
From
∑∞
k=1 A
n,i
k (x)A
n, j
k (x) = C i jn (0) we get
∞∑
k=1
An, jk (x)
∂An,ik
∂x j
(x) = −
∞∑
k=1
An,ik (x)
∂An, jk
∂x j
(x).
It follows that
∞∑
k=1
U nk =
d∑
i, j=1
∂ϕ
∂xi
∞∑
k=1
An, jk
∂An,ik
∂x j
= −
d∑
i, j=1
∂ϕ
∂xi
∞∑
k=1
An,ik
∂An, jk
∂x j
= −
d∑
i=1
∂ϕ
∂xi
∞∑
k=1
An,ik
d∑
j=1
∂An, jk
∂x j
= −
d∑
i=1
∂ϕ
∂xi
∞∑
k=1
An,ik div(A
n
k ) = 0.
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Moreover,
∞∑
k=1
V nk =
d∑
i, j=1
∂2ϕ
∂xi∂x j
∞∑
k=1
An,ik A
n, j
k =
d∑
i, j=1
∂2ϕ
∂xi∂x j
C i jn (0).
Substituting the two equalities above into (3.26), we obtain
(θn(t), ϕ)L2 = (θ0, ϕ)L2 +
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(
θn(s), 〈∇ϕ, Ank 〉
)
L2 dw
k
s
+ 1
2
∫ t
0
(θn(s), 〈Cn(0),Hess(ϕ)〉)L2 ds. (3.27)
We only have to let n → ∞ in (3.27). Since |θn(t, x) − θ(t, x)| ≤ ‖θ ′0‖∞|(Xnt )−1(x) −
X−1t (x)| and by (3.21), we have for every t ∈ [0, 1],
lim
n→∞ sup|x |≤R
E(|θn(t, x)− θ(t, x)|p) = 0. (3.28)
Take R > 0 big enough such that supp(ϕ) ⊂ B(R). Then as n →∞,
E
(
|(θn(t), ϕ)L2 − (θ(t), ϕ)L2 |2
)
≤
(∫
B(R)
|ϕ(x)|2dx
)(∫
B(R)
E
(
|θn(t, x)− θ(t, x)|2
)
dx
)
≤ CϕLeb(B(R))
(
sup
|x |≤R
E
(
|θn(t, x)− θ(t, x)|2
))
→ 0, (3.29)
where Cϕ > 0 is a constant depending on ϕ and Leb denotes the Lebesgue measure on Rd .
Moreover, by Itoˆ isometry,
E
∣∣∣∣∣ ∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(
θn(s), 〈∇ϕ, Ank 〉
)
L2 dw
k
s −
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(θ(s), 〈∇ϕ, Ak〉)L2 dwks
∣∣∣∣∣
2

= E
(∫ t
0
∞∑
k=1
∣∣(θn(s), 〈∇ϕ, Ank 〉)L2 − (θ(s), 〈∇ϕ, Ak〉)L2 ∣∣2
)
≤ 2E
∫ 1
0
∞∑
k=1
∣∣(θn(s)− θ(s), 〈∇ϕ, Ank 〉)L2 ∣∣2 ds
+ 2E
∫ 1
0
∞∑
k=1
∣∣(θ(s), 〈∇ϕ, Ank − Ak〉)L2 ∣∣2 ds
=: J1 + J2.
Using Cauchy inequality two times, the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and (3.28),
J1 ≤ 2
(∫ 1
0
∫
B(R)
E
(
|θn(s, x)− θ(s, x)|2
)
dxds
)∫
B(R)
|∇ϕ|2
∞∑
k=1
|Ank |2dx
≤ 2 Tr(Cn(0))
(∫
B(R)
|∇ϕ|2dx
)∫ 1
0
∫
B(R)
E
(
|θn(s, x)− θ(s, x)|2
)
dxds
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≤ C˜R,ϕ,θ0
∫ 1
0
sup
|x |≤R
E
(
|θn(s, x)− θ(s, x)|2
)
ds → 0,
where C˜R,ϕ,θ0 > 0 is a constant. In a similar way, by (3.3),
J2 ≤ 2
(∫ 1
0
∫
B(R)
E
(
|θ(s)|2
)
dxds
)∫
B(R)
|∇ϕ|2
∞∑
k=1
|Ank − Ak |2dx
≤ ‖θ0‖2∞ Leb(B(R))
(∫
B(R)
|∇ϕ|2dx
)
C˜ζ−n → 0.
Therefore,
lim
n→∞E
∣∣∣∣∣ ∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(
θn(s), 〈∇ϕ, Ank 〉
)
L2 dw
k
s −
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(θ(s), 〈∇ϕ, Ak〉)L2 dwks
∣∣∣∣∣
2
 = 0.
(3.30)
Moreover by the definition of Cn(z), it is obvious that Cn(0) → C(0). Hence we can prove as
above
lim
n→∞E
( ∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
(θn(s), 〈Cn(0),Hess(ϕ)〉)L2 ds
−
∫ t
0
(θ(s), 〈C(0),Hess(ϕ)〉)L2 ds
∣∣∣∣2
)
= 0. (3.31)
Thus by (3.29)–(3.31), letting n →∞ in (3.27), we obtain (3.25) in this case.
Step 2. Assume that θ0 ∈ C(Rd). Define θn0 = χn θ0 ∗ φn , where χn ∈ C∞0 (Rd , [0, 1])
satisfying
χn(x) =
{
1, if |x | ≤ n,
0, if |x | ≥ n + 1.
There exists a constant C independent of n ≥ 1, such that
|θn0 (x)| ≤ C(1+ |x |q0), x ∈ Rd . (3.32)
Again we denote θn0
(
X−1t (x)
)
by θn(t, x), where X t (x) is the solution of the s.d.e (1.6) (or
equivalently (1.7)). Then Step 1 tells us that θn satisfies (3.25). By (3.22) and (3.32), we get
sup
t∈[0,1]
E
(|θn(t, x)|p)+ sup
t∈[0,1]
E
(|θ(t, x)|p) ≤ C p(1+ |x |pq0). (3.33)
Therefore for any p > 2, ϕ ∈ C∞0 (Rd) with supp(ϕ) ⊂ B(R),∫ 1
0
E
(∣∣(θn(t), ϕ)L2 ∣∣p) dt ≤ (∫
B(R)
|ϕ|qdx
)p−1 ∫ 1
0
∫
B(R)
E
(|θn(t, x)|p) dxdt
≤ C p
(∫
B(R)
|ϕ|qdx
)p−1 ∫
B(R)
(
1+ |x |pq0) dx, (3.34)
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where q is the conjugate number of p. Let M > 1. We have∣∣∣θn0 (X−1t (x))− θ0 (X−1t (x))∣∣∣2 = ∣∣∣θn0 (X−1t (x))− θ0 (X−1t (x))∣∣∣2 1{|X−1t (x)|≥M}
+
∣∣∣θn0 (X−1t (x))− θ0 (X−1t (x))∣∣∣2 1{|X−1t (x)|<M}. (3.35)
The second term on the right side of (3.35) is dominated by
sup
|y|≤M
(
|θn0 (y)− θ0(y)|2
)
→ 0
when n →∞. By (3.33), the expectation of the first term on the right side of (3.35) is dominated
by C1(1+ |x |2q0)/M . Thus
sup
t≤1
sup
|x |≤R
E
(
|θn(t, x)− θ(t, x)|2
)
≤ C1(1+ R
2q0)
M
+ sup
|x |≤M
|θn0 (x)− θ0(x)|, M > 1.
It follows that
lim
n→∞ supt≤1
sup
|x |≤R
E
(
|θn(t, x)− θ(t, x)|2
)
= 0,
which implies that for each ϕ ∈ C∞0 (Rd) with supp(ϕ) ⊂ B(R),
E
[(
(θn(t), ϕ)L2 − (θ(t), ϕ)L2
)2]
≤
(∫
B(R)
|ϕ|2dx
)∫
B(R)
E
(
|θn(t, x)− θ(t, x)|2
)
dx → 0. (3.36)
(3.34) and (3.36) allow to pass to the limit so that (3.25) is proved.
Part 2. Now we turn to prove the uniqueness of the solution. First we need some preparations.
For q ∈ Z+, let α = q+d2 and ψ(x) = (1+ |x |2)−α . Then ψ ∈ C∞(Rd , (0, 1]). We have
∇ψ(x)
ψ(x)
= −2α
1+ |x |2 x,
Hess(ψ)(x)
ψ(x)
= 4α(α + 1)
(1+ |x |2)2 xx
T − 2α
1+ |x |2 Id,
where xT is a row vector and Id is the d × d unit matrix. Denote by
ek(x) =
〈
Ak(x),
∇ψ(x)
ψ(x)
〉
= −2α
1+ |x |2 〈Ak(x), x〉, k ≥ 1,
κ(x) = C(0)∇ψ(x)
ψ(x)
= −2α
1+ |x |2C(0)x,
%(x) =
〈
C(0),
Hess(ψ)(x)
ψ(x)
〉
= 4α(α + 1)
(1+ |x |2)2 x
TC(0)x − 2α
1+ |x |2Tr(C(0)),
$(x) =
(∇ψ(x)
ψ(x)
)T
C(0)
(∇ψ(x)
ψ(x)
)
= 4α
2
(1+ |x |2)2 x
TC(0)x .
We have by (3.2),
∞∑
k=1
(ek(x))
2 ≤ 4α
2
(1+ |x |2)2
( ∞∑
k=1
|Ak(x)|2
)
|x |2 ≤ 4α2Tr(C(0)). (3.37)
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Moreover,
ek(x)− ek(y) = −2α
〈
Ak(x),
x
1+ |x |2
〉
+ 2α
〈
Ak(y),
y
1+ |y|2
〉
= 2α
〈
Ak(y)− Ak(x), y
1+ |y|2
〉
+ 2α
〈
Ak(x),
y
1+ |y|2 −
x
1+ |x |2
〉
.
Therefore
(ek(x)− ek(y))2 ≤ 8α2
〈
Ak(y)− Ak(x), y
1+ |y|2
〉2
+ 8α2
〈
Ak(x),
y
1+ |y|2 −
x
1+ |x |2
〉2
≤ 8α2|Ak(y)− Ak(x)|2 + 8α2|Ak(x)|2C ′|y − x |2,
where C ′ is a positive constant. As a result of (2.9) and (2.11),
∞∑
k=1
(ek(x)− ek(y))2 ≤ 8α2
∞∑
k=1
|Ak(y)− Ak(x)|2 + 8α2C ′|y − x |2
∞∑
k=1
|Ak(x)|2
≤ 8α2C ′′|y − x |2 log 1|y − x | + 8α
2C ′Tr(C(0))|y − x |2
≤ Cα|y − x |2 log 1|y − x | for |y − x | small enough, (3.38)
where Cα is a constant depending on α. Furthermore,
div(κ)(x) = div
( −2α
1+ |x |2C(0)x
)
= −2α
d∑
i=1
∂
∂xi
(
1
1+ |x |2
d∑
j=1
C i j (0)x j
)
= −2α
d∑
i, j=1
C i j (0)
(
δi j
1+ |x |2 − x j
2xi
(1+ |x |2)2
)
= −2αTr(C(0))
1+ |x |2 +
4α
(1+ |x |2)2 x
TC(0)x = %(x)−$(x). (3.39)
Now assume that θ ∈ Θ , then there is q ∈ Z+ such that for any p > 1,
sup
t∈[0,1]
E
(|θ(t, x)|p) ≤ C p(1+ |x |pq).
Let ψ(x) = (1+ |x |2)−(q+d)/2. Set θ˜ (t, x) = ψ(x)θ(t, x), then for each p > 1,
sup
0≤t≤1
E
(
|θ˜ (t, x)|p
)
= ψ p(x) sup
0≤t≤1
E
(|θ(t, x)|p) ≤ C pψ p(x)(1+ |x |pq)
= C p 1+ |x |
pq
(1+ |x |2)p(q+d)/2 ≤ C
′
p
(1+ |x |2)pq/2
(1+ |x |2)p(q+d)/2 =
C ′p
(1+ |x |2)pd/2 ,
thus
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0
∫
Rd
E
(
|θ˜ (t, x)|p
)
dxdt ≤
∫ 1
0
∫
Rd
C ′p
(1+ |x |2)pd/2 dxdt = C
′
pCd
∫ ∞
0
rd−1
(1+ r2)pd/2 dr
≤ C p,d + C ′p,d
∫ ∞
1
rd−1
(1+ r2)pd/2 dr ≤ C p,d + C
′
p,d
∫ ∞
1
rd−1
r pd
dr
= C p,d + C ′p,d
∫ ∞
1
1
r (p−1)d+1
dr < +∞,
where the last inequality occurs because p > 1 and d ≥ 2, hence (p − 1)d + 1 > 1.
Now we begin to prove the uniqueness. Since (3.25) is linear, we only have to prove θ ≡ 0 if
θ0 = 0. Let θ ∈ Θ be a solution of (3.25) with θ0 = 0, that is to say, for any ϕ ∈ C∞c (Rd),
(θ(t), ϕ)L2 =
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(θ(s), 〈∇ϕ, Ak〉)L2 dwks +
1
2
∫ t
0
(θ(s), 〈C(0),Hess(ϕ)〉)L2 ds.
Because θ ∈ Θ , there is a nonnegative integer q such that for all p > 1, sup0≤t≤1 E (|θ(t, x)|p) ≤
C p(1+|x |pq). Letψ(x) = (1+|x |2)−(q+d)/2. For any ϕ ∈ C∞c (Rd), the product ϕψ ∈ C∞c (Rd),
hence
(θ(t), ϕψ)L2 =
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(θ(s), 〈∇(ϕψ), Ak〉)L2 dwks
+ 1
2
∫ t
0
(θ(s), 〈C(0),Hess(ϕψ)〉)L2 ds.
Since
∇(ϕψ) = ψ∇ϕ + ϕ∇ψ,
Hess(ϕψ) = ψHess(ϕ)+ ϕHess(ψ)+ (∇ϕ)(∇ψ)T + (∇ψ)(∇ϕ)T,
using the notations ek, κ and % defined before, we have
(θ(t)ψ, ϕ)L2 =
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(θ(s)ψ, 〈∇ϕ, Ak〉)L2 dwks
+
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(
θ(s)ψ, ϕ〈ψ−1∇ψ, Ak〉
)
L2
dwks
+ 1
2
∫ t
0
(θ(s)ψ, 〈C(0),Hess(ϕ)〉)L2 ds
+ 1
2
∫ t
0
(
θ(s)ψ, ϕ〈C(0), ψ−1Hess(ψ)〉
)
L2
ds
+ 1
2
∫ t
0
(
θ(s)ψ,
〈
C(0), ψ−1(∇ϕ)(∇ψ)T + ψ−1(∇ψ)(∇ϕ)T
〉)
L2
ds
=
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(θ(s)ψ, 〈∇ϕ, Ak〉)L2 dwks +
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(θ(s)ψ, ϕek)L2 dw
k
s
+ 1
2
∫ t
0
(θ(s)ψ, 〈C(0),Hess(ϕ)〉)L2 ds +
1
2
∫ t
0
(θ(s)ψ, ϕ%)L2 ds
+
∫ t
0
(θ(s)ψ, 〈κ,∇ϕ〉)L2 ds.
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Therefore θ˜ = θψ satisfies the following equation(
θ˜ (t), ϕ
)
L2
=
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(
θ˜ (s), 〈∇ϕ, Ak〉
)
L2
dwks +
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(
θ˜ (s), ϕek
)
L2
dwks
+ 1
2
∫ t
0
(
θ˜ (s), 〈C(0),Hess(ϕ)〉
)
L2
ds + 1
2
∫ t
0
(
θ˜ (s), ϕ%
)
L2
ds
+
∫ t
0
(
θ˜ (s), 〈κ,∇ϕ〉
)
L2
ds. (3.40)
We have by the previous preparation that for any p > 1,∫ 1
0
∫
Rd
E
(
|θ˜ (t, x)|p
)
dxdt < +∞. (3.41)
In the distribution sense, the Eq. (3.40) can be written as
dθ˜ (t) = −
∞∑
k=1
〈Ak,∇ θ˜ (t)〉dwkt +
∞∑
k=1
θ˜ (t)ekdwkt
+ 1
2
〈C(0),Hess(θ˜(t))〉dt + 1
2
θ˜ (t)% dt − div
(
θ˜ (t)κ
)
dt
= −
∞∑
k=1
〈Ak,∇ θ˜ (t)〉dwkt +
∞∑
k=1
θ˜ (t)ekdwkt +
1
2
〈C(0),Hess(θ˜(t))〉dt
− 1
2
θ˜ (t)%dt − 〈∇ θ˜ (t), κ〉dt + θ˜ (t)$dt, (3.42)
where in the last equality we have used div(κ) = % −$ .
Let φn be the convolution kernel defined at the beginning of Section 3 and denote by
θ˜n(t) = θ˜ (t) ∗ φn . It is easy to show that for any n ≥ 1 and p > 1,∫ 1
0
∫
Rd
E
(
|θ˜n(t, x)|p
)
dxdt ≤
∫ 1
0
∫
Rd
E
(
|θ˜ (t, x)|p
)
dxdt < +∞.
Convoluting both sides of the Eq. (3.42) by φn , we obtain
dθ˜n(t) = −
∞∑
k=1
〈Ak,∇ θ˜ (t)〉 ∗ φndwkt +
∞∑
k=1
(θ˜(t)ek) ∗ φndwkt +
1
2
〈
C(0),Hess(θ˜n(t))
〉
dt
− 1
2
(θ˜(t)%) ∗ φndt − 〈∇ θ˜ (t), κ〉 ∗ φndt + (θ˜(t)$) ∗ φndt.
By the Itoˆ formula, we have
d
(
θ˜2n (t)
)
= 2θ˜n(t)dθ˜n(t)+ dθ˜n(t) · dθ˜n(t)
= 2θ˜n(t)
[
−
∞∑
k=1
〈Ak,∇ θ˜ (t)〉 ∗ φndwkt +
∞∑
k=1
(θ˜(t)ek) ∗ φndwkt
+ 1
2
〈C(0),Hess(θ˜n(t))〉dt − 12 (θ˜(t)%) ∗ φndt
− 〈∇ θ˜ (t), κ〉 ∗ φndt + (θ˜(t)$) ∗ φndt
]
+
∞∑
k=1
[
〈Ak,∇ θ˜ (t)〉 ∗ φn
]2
dt
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+
∞∑
k=1
[
(θ˜(t)ek) ∗ φn
]2
dt −
∞∑
k=1
[
〈Ak,∇ θ˜ (t)〉 ∗ φn
]
·
[
(θ˜(t)ek) ∗ φn
]
dt.
Rewriting it in the integral form, we get
θ˜2n (t) = −2
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
θ˜n(s)
[
〈Ak,∇ θ˜ (s)〉 ∗ φn
]
dwks + 2
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
θ˜n(s)
[
(θ˜(s)ek) ∗ φn
]
dwks
+
∫ t
0
θ˜n(s)〈C(0),Hess(θ˜n(s))〉ds −
∫ t
0
θ˜n(s)
[
(θ˜(s)%) ∗ φn
]
ds
− 2
∫ t
0
θ˜n(s)
[
〈∇ θ˜ (s), κ〉 ∗ φn
]
ds + 2
∫ t
0
θ˜n(s)
[
(θ˜(s)$) ∗ φn
]
ds
+
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
[
〈Ak,∇ θ˜ (s)〉 ∗ φn
]2
ds +
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
[
(θ˜(s)ek) ∗ φn
]2
ds
−
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
[
〈Ak,∇ θ˜ (s)〉 ∗ φn
]
·
[
(θ˜(s)ek) ∗ φn
]
ds. (3.43)
Let Φ ∈ C∞c (Rd , [0, 1]) verify
Φ(x) =
{
1, |x | ≤ 1;
0, |x | ≥ 2.
For any R > 0, set ΦR(x) = Φ( xR ), then ΦR ∈ C∞0 (Rd). From the above Eq. (3.43) which is
understood in the distributional sense, we obtain by multiplying both sides of (3.43) with ΦR and
integrating on Rd ,(
θ˜2n (t),ΦR
)
L2
=
9∑
i=1
Ii (n), (3.44)
where
I1(n) = −2
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(
θ˜n(s)
[
〈Ak,∇ θ˜ (s)〉 ∗ φn
]
,ΦR
)
L2
dwks ,
I2(n) = 2
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
(
θ˜n(s)
[
(θ˜(s)ek) ∗ φn
]
,ΦR
)
L2
dwks ,
I3(n) =
∫ t
0
(
θ˜n(s)〈C(0),Hess(θ˜n(s))〉,ΦR
)
L2
ds,
I4(n) = −
∫ t
0
(
θ˜n(s)
[
(θ˜(s)%) ∗ φn
]
,ΦR
)
L2
ds,
I5(n) = −2
∫ t
0
(
θ˜n(s)
[
〈∇ θ˜ (s), κ〉 ∗ φn
]
,ΦR
)
L2
ds,
I6(n) = 2
∫ t
0
(
θ˜n(s)
[
(θ˜(s)$) ∗ φn
]
,ΦR
)
L2
ds,
I7(n) =
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
([
〈Ak,∇ θ˜ (s)〉 ∗ φn
]2
,ΦR
)
L2
ds,
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I8(n) =
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
([
(θ˜(s)ek) ∗ φn
]2
,ΦR
)
L2
ds,
I9(n) = −
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
([
〈Ak,∇ θ˜ (s)〉 ∗ φn
]
·
[
(θ˜(s)ek) ∗ φn
]
,ΦR
)
L2
ds.
Now we estimate the terms I1(n), . . . , I9(n) one-by-one. It is easy to check that I1(n) and
I2(n) are square integrable martingales. We have by integrating by parts,
I3(n) =
d∑
i, j=1
C i j (0)
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜n(s, x)
∂2θ˜n(s, x)
∂xi∂x j
ΦR(x)dxds
= −
d∑
i, j=1
C i j (0)
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
∂
∂xi
(ΦR θ˜n(s))
∂θ˜n(s)
∂x j
dxds
= −
d∑
i, j=1
C i j (0)
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
[
θ˜n(s)
∂ΦR
∂xi
+ ΦR ∂θ˜n(s)
∂xi
]
∂θ˜n(s, x)
∂x j
dxds
= −
d∑
i, j=1
C i j (0)
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
[
∂ΦR
∂xi
· 1
2
∂θ˜2n (s)
∂x j
]
dxds
−
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
ΦR · (∇ θ˜n(s))TC(0)(∇ θ˜n(s))dxds.
Because the matrix C(0) is nonnegative definite and ΦR ≥ 0, we get
I3(n) ≤ −
d∑
i, j=1
C i j (0)
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
[
∂ΦR
∂xi
· 1
2
∂θ˜2n (s)
∂x j
]
dxds
= 1
2
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2n (s, x)〈C(0),Hess(ΦR)(x)〉dxds.
Therefore
I3(n) ≤ 1
2R2
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2n (s, x)〈C(0),Hess(Φ)(x/R)〉dxds
≤ C1
2R2
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2n (s, x)dxds, (3.45)
where C1 is a positive constant. Now
I4(n) = −
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜n(s, x)
[
(θ˜(s)%) ∗ φn
]
(x)ΦR(x)dxds
= −
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2n (s, x)%(x)ΦR(x)dxds + I ′4(n),
in which
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I ′4(n) =
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜n(s, x)
[
θ˜n(s, x)%(x)− (θ˜(s)%) ∗ φn(x)
]
ΦR(x)dxds
=
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜n(s, x)ΦR(x)
(∫
Rd
θ˜ (s, y)(%(x)− %(y))φn(x − y)dy
)
dxds
≤ ε(1)n
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
|θ˜n(s, x)|ΦR(x)
(∫
Rd
|θ˜ (s, y)|φn(x − y)dy
)
dxds,
where
ε(1)n = sup{|%(x)− %(y)| : |x − y| ≤ 2−n} → 0
as n →+∞. Moreover, using the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality, we have
I ′4(n) ≤ ε(1)n
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
ΦR(x)
(∫
Rd
|θ˜ (s, y)|φn(x − y)dy
)2
dxds
≤ ε(1)n
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
ΦR(x)
(∫
Rd
θ˜2(s, y)φn(x − y)dy
)(∫
Rd
φn(x − y)dy
)
dxds
≤ ε(1)n
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2(s, y)dyds.
We also have
I4(n)− I ′4(n) = −
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2n (s, x)%(x)ΦR(x)dxds ≤ C2
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2n (s, x)dxds. (3.46)
Next,
I5(n) = −2
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜n(s)
[
〈∇ θ˜ (s), κ〉 ∗ φn
]
ΦRdxds
= −2
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜n(s)〈∇ θ˜n(s), κ〉ΦRdxds + I ′5(n),
where
I ′5(n) = 2
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜n(s, x)
[
〈∇ θ˜n(s, x), κ(x)〉 − 〈∇ θ˜ (s), κ〉 ∗ φn(x)
]
ΦR(x)dxds.
Since θ˜ : [0, 1] × Rd → R is continuous and integrable of order p for any p > 1, by Lemma
II.1 in [3], we know that for any fixed R > 0, E
(
I ′5(n)
)→ 0 as n → +∞. Moreover, using the
integration by parts formula, we get
I5(n)− I ′5(n) = −
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
〈
∇ θ˜2n (s, x), κ(x)
〉
ΦR(x)dxds
=
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2n (s, x)div(ΦR κ)(x)dxds
=
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2n (s, x) ·
1
R
〈∇Φ(x/R), κ(x)〉dxds
+
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2n (s, x)ΦR(x)div(κ)(x)dxds
≤ C3
R
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2n (s, x)dxds + C4
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2n (s, x)dxds, (3.47)
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where C3 and C4 are constants independent of n and R. The term I6(n) can be estimated in the
same way as I4(n), and we have
I6(n)− I ′6(n) ≤ C5
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2n (s, x)dxds, (3.48)
where
I ′6(n) ≤ 2ε(2)n
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2(s, y)dyds
with
ε(2)n = sup{|h(x)− h(y)| : |x − y| ≤ 2−n} → 0
as n →+∞.
Now let us estimate I7(n). We have
I7(n) =
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
[
〈∇ θ˜ (s), Ak〉 ∗ φn(x)
]2
ΦR(x)dxds
=
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
ΦR(x)
(∫
Rd
θ˜ (s, y)〈Ak(y), (∇φn)(x − y)〉dy
)2
dxds
≤
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
ΦR(x)
(∫
B(x,2−n)
θ˜2(s, y)dy
)
×
(∫
B(x,2−n)
|Ak(y)|2|(∇φn)(x − y)|2dy
)
dxds.
This plus (3.2) gives us
I7(n) ≤ Tr(C(0))
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
ΦR(x)
(∫
B(x,2−n)
θ˜2(s, y)dy
)
×
(∫
B(1)
2n|(∇φ)(x − y)|2dy
)
dxds
≤ C6 · 2n
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
∫
B(x,2−n)
θ˜2(s, y)dydxds
= C6 · 2n
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
1B(x,2−n)(y)θ˜
2(s, y)dydxds
= C7 · 2(1−d)n
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2(s, y)dyds,
where C7 depends on the dimension d . Furthermore, by (3.37),
I8(n) =
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
[
(θ˜(s)ek) ∗ φn(x)
]2
ΦR(x)dxds
=
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
[
θ˜n(s, x)ek(x)+ ((θ˜(s)ek) ∗ φn(x)− θ˜n(s, x)ek(x))
]2
ΦR(x)dxds
≤ 2
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
ΦR(x)θ˜2n (s, x)e
2
k (x)dxds + I ′8 ≤ C8
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2n (s, x)dxds + I ′8(n),
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where
I ′8(n) = 2
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
ΦR(x)
(∫
Rd
θ˜ (s, y)(ek(y)− ek(x))φn(x − y)dy
)2
dxds
≤ 2
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
ΦR(x)
(
θ˜2(s, y)φn(x − y)dy
)
×
(∫
Rd
(ek(y)− ek(x))2φn(x − y)dy
)
dxds.
According to (3.38), we have
I ′8(n) ≤ C9 · 2−2nn(log 2)
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
ΦR(x)
(∫
Rd
θ˜2(s, y)φn(x − y)dy
)
dxds
≤ C9 · 2−2nn(log 2)
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
θ˜2(s, y)dyds.
With the estimates of I7 and I8 in hand, it is easy to deal with the last term by applying the
Cauchy–Schwartz inequality:
I9(n) ≤ 12
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
([
〈Ak,∇ θ˜ (s)〉 ∗ φn
]2
,ΦR
)
L2
ds
+ 1
2
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
([
(θ˜(s)ek) ∗ φn
]2
,ΦR
)
L2
ds
= 1
2
I7(n)+ 12 I8(n).
Because of the above estimates for I3(n), . . . , I9(n) and the fact that I1(n) and I2(n) are square
integrable martingales, we have by taking expectation on both sides of (3.44),
E
(
θ˜2n (t),ΦR
)
L2
≤
(
C1
2R2
+ C2 + C3R + C4 + C5 +
3
2
C8
)
×
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
E
(
θ˜2n (s, x)
)
dxds + E (I ′5(n))
+
(
ε(1)n + 2ε(2)n +
3
2
C7 · 2(1−d)n + 32C9 · 2
−2nn(log 2)
)∫ t
0
∫
Rd
E
(
θ˜2(s, x)
)
dxds.
Recall that for every R > 0, E
(
I ′5(n)
)→ 0 as n →+∞. Since d ≥ 2, we obtain by first letting
n →+∞ and then R →+∞,∫
Rd
E
(
θ˜2(t, x)
)
dx ≤
(
C2 + C4 + C5 + 32C8
)∫ t
0
∫
Rd
E
(
θ˜2(s, x)
)
dxds.
Therefore by Gronwall’s inequality, we have for any t ∈ [0, 1],
E
∫
Rd
θ˜2(t, x)dx =
∫
Rd
E
(
θ˜2(t, x)
)
dx = 0.
Hence there exists a subset Ωt ⊂ Ω , such that P(Ωt ) = 1 and for every ω ∈ Ωt ,∫
Rd θ˜
2(ω, t, x)dx = 0. From the continuity of x → θ˜ (ω, t, x), we deduce that θ˜ (ω, t, x) = 0 for
all x ∈ Rd . Let Ω = ∩t∈[0,1]∩Q Ωt , whereQ is the set of rational numbers. We see that P(Ω) = 1
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and for any ω ∈ Ω , θ˜ (ω, t, x) = 0 for all (t, x) ∈ ([0, 1] ∩ Q) × Rd . Finally by the continuity
of [0, 1] × Rd 3 (t, x) → θ˜ (ω, t, x), we obtain almost surely, for all (t, x) ∈ [0, 1] × Rd ,
θ˜ (t, x) = 0. Notice that θ˜ (t, x) = θ(t, x)ψ(x) where ψ(x) > 0 for all x ∈ Rd , therefore we
have proved the uniqueness of solutions in the space Θ . 
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